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Editor’s Introduction

A Checker prisoner car.

Welcome to our third issue for 2019, of the This issue we’ll present Checker
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.
owner “Phyllis Diller”. Additionally
Free of charge, feel free to print this
we present a story about the long
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
time Checker operator, Tommy Taxi
Please forward to all your Checker friends
based in Framingham, Mass. We also
too. Free, well perhaps your friendship
present a great story about a planned
could be considered payment?
neo classic built on a Checker frame.

If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile about you or your,
Checker, please submit all content to the
email address on the right side of this
page.
So what’s new in this issue? In this issue
Christian Hutter presents some comments
and photos about his win at the Pittsburgh
AACA event last June. Stephen Disbrowe
shows off some great wedding photos and
Dan Smith raises some questions about

You’ll also find some additional tidbits, Checker fashion photos and
photos that can be found in an album
created by Bruce Uhrich. Don’t
forget about our planned show at
Macungie coming up in August. A
registration form can be found in the
back of this issue.
As always, you’ll also find classified
ads for Checkers in this issue.

Please enjoy issue: volume 5 issue 6.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,
1957 , 1967 and 1979
Checkers
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Female Celebrity.
Phyllis Diller, was an American actress and
stand-up comedian, best known for her
eccentric stage persona, her selfdeprecating humor, her wild hair and
exaggerated clothing, best known for her
eccentric stage persona and cackling
laugh, it should come to no surprise that
Ms. Diller owned a CheckerA12w
wagon. We wonder if Fang worked on it?
Frankly this writer would expect nothing
better suited for Ms. Diller.
The submitted photo was provided by
noted Checker expert Ben Merkel. Ben
and Joe Pollard supplied Ms. Diller with
the parts required to keep her Checker
running for a number of years. According
to Ben, Ms. Diller’s owned a 1972 Checker
A12W. Ms. Diller used the Checker as a
shuttle from her Beverly Hills home to
LAX Airport.
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Wayward Checker Update by Dan Smith
Well some new arrivals showed up today at
Dan's wayward home for used and abused
Checkers. I am super stoked, I was talking to
the guy I work for about the extra door lock
on the e rear door. Apparently it was a new
York police thing? He was telling me they
ran Checkers as undercover cop cars. There
is expanded sheet of steel in the rear
package tray under the back window. There
are also holes drilled into the b pillar where
a cage was probably bolted. He swears by
it. I don’t know? Anyone know anything
about NYC undercover cars?

Editor postscript, we’re aware of Checker
Yellow cabs that were used by undercover
NYPD officers. Checker did make prisoner
cars, but we’re only aware of the Aerobus
Prisoner Vehicle. That said, Checker would
squeezed every market they could, so the
story rings true.

Fare Serenade
Some people like
to whistle while
they work, but
Denver taxi
driver Jack
Kaufman would
just as soon play
his trumpet.
Kaufman sasys
most of his
passengers
appreciate a
serenade when
traffic jams slow
their ride.
(Associated
Press) 1971
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The Road To Pittsburgh
On June 2nd 2018 vintage auto enthusiasts from across
the nation converged in Westmoreland County. PA for
the annual Antique Automobile Club of America’s
Grand National Meet. More than 500 vehicles, ranging
from a 1903 Cadillac to 1960s and 1970s muscle cars
to a 1991 Jeep Grand Wagoneer were registered for
the event
Worldwide, the AACA has more than 60,000 members,
and many were on hand for the show. Among the
many on hand, the ICTA was well represented by
member Christian Hutter. Most of our ICTA Facebook
participants are well aware of the hard work required
to prepare for the show. Chris, has regularly posted on
the prep efforts on his 1976 Checker A11.
Like many Checker owners Chris is constantly making
incremental changes on his A11. To get ready for this
years show Chris posted in March “Seats done with
vintage vinyl. Saw them in person and they look great.

Should have them home next week. Oh the price I pay.”
followed by another post “Seats are in! Still need to fine tune a
little but, finally have headrests and the right materials.”
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allows all group members to search on all
posts. Back in 2015 Chris posted “Spent many
hours today removing the power steering pump,
brackets and AC compressor to clean and repaint.
My reward was a broken low pressure return hose
on the steering pump. I’ll tackle that tomorrow as I
don’t think I can sweat anymore today”, just one
example of the many posts created by Chris.

Here’s a full list of upgrades made since last year in
prep for the Grand National;

Beyond the mandatory cleaning and polishing, Chris also insured
that the Checker was in top order. In May he posted “Getting a
slightly overdue inspection and a set of rear brakes. All for the
AACA Grand Nationals next weekend.”
Keep in mind, Chris has been preparing for this event for several
years. The beauty of the Facebook search features is that it

1. Replaced cracked steering wheel with identical,
vintage wheel. Also refurbished horn pad.
2. Replaced discolored speedometer with NOS
speedometer.
3. Installed missing weather stripping on all 4
doors.
4. Replaced “Air” sticker on dashboard.
5. Touched up dashboard paint.
6. Recolored air conditioner control knobs and text.
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7. Refurbished /Reupholstered donor seats with vintage
vinyl.
8. Touched up exterior paint as needed.
9. Replaced rear brakes.
10. Replaced damaged hub cap.

As Chris made his way to the show trailering his A11, he
posted on Facebook “I can’t shake this Checker tailgater.
Made it to Greensburg, PA though for the AACA Grand
Nationals. Now for the rain….. of course.” Indicating he
was ready to show, Chris posted “Cleaned and prepped
waiting for the games to begin”.
All Christian’s hard work paid off, the 1976 Checker A11
earned a 1st place trophy and on hand for the
presentation, some special friends. Speaking of special
friends Chris met up with a very special old friend, Don
McHenry, the founder of the Checker Car Club of America.
Chris posted “Got to meet a legend today, Don McHenry”.
Don’s no longer active in the CCCofA but its great to see
him participating in this prestigious AACA event.
Postscript from the Dave McHenry: “Don McHenry (Dad)
is still kicking. He turned 95 on 4/20/19. We won Grand
National with his 33 Plymouth at the Meet as well. As Dad
says “A Checker Owner is Never Alone”! Dave McHenry”
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Tom McCahill and Checker Perspectives

Illustrated Magazine. Hitting on the idea that an autostarved post-wartime public might be interested in
articles on new cars, he sold the concept to Mechanix
Illustrated in February 1946, first reporting on his own
1946 Ford. His opinions were fearless and this
endeared him to some in the automotive world but
created enemies too. Ever the sportsman—at six foot
two and 250 pounds—he once fought off goons hired
by (as was believed at the time) General Motors. It is
alleged that he sent two to hospital and the third
running.

Thomas Jay McCahill III was an automotive journalist from
Larchmont, NY. McCahill graduated from Yale with a degree in
Fine Arts. After graduating from Yale, McCahill managed and
later owned Murray’s Garage in New York

On many of his earlier road tests, his wife Cynthia
would accompany him as his photographer and almost
always his black Labrador Retriever, “Boji”. His later
assistant was a professional driver and photographer
Jim McMicheal who was photographed sitting or lying
in the trunk of every make tested and was known as
“the trunk tester”.

During the war he wrote articles on a variety of subjects for
magazines such as Popular Science, Reader’s Digest and
Mechanix

In the 600 road tests he performed and reported
on, his favorite cars were the 1953 Bentley Continental
and the 1957-62 Imperial, each model
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year of which he owned as his personal vehicles. In 1950 he
purchased a new Ford and proceeded to acquire the assistance
of Andy Granatelli in “hopping it up” by switching to highperformance heads and manifolding. He then tested the car
extensively and noticed a 90-mile an hour cruising speed. The
car became known as the “Mechanix Illustrated Ford” as it was
frequently featured in the Magazine. The wise and considerate
McCahill de-tuned the car before selling it with 32.000 miles.
The fear of mechanical failure at speed concerned McCahill
with the

safety of any future owner. He purchased a new
1952 Cadillac Series 62 sedan which he eventually
raced in NASCAR speed week events. He also
purchased new and reported on the ’54 Jeep CJ3A,
stating that while his Lincoln was the finest road car
available at the time, in the end, the Jeep was the
best idea that mankind had ever made.
McCahill claimed a Jeep would outrun a
contemporary MG. McCahill purchased the first
Ford Thunderbird built in 1954 and proceeded to
race the car at Daytona Beach.

So how did Tom McCahill say about the
Checker? He loved it!. A full review was conducted
in the July 1973 edition. Here are a few of his
comments
“Absolute top speed at the Daytona Speedway
was 109 MPH. Now most of this is fast enough of
this is for anyone but a full=blown nut”
Uncle Tom love Jeeps, Fishing, dogs and Four Wheel Drive
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When you get in the back seat you are forced to
wonder what the boys who build Cadillacs and
Lincolns had in mind and where they lost the interior
dimensions. There is enough room in the back to carry
an embalmed basketball center with his legs straight
out.”
“In summing up, I can’t help but think what a great
hunting rig the station wagon would be if somebody
could induce the Checker boys to make them with four
wheel drive.”
“The Checker car could start a long-lasting affair that
might even become a great marriage. What’s more
lovable than that?
At age 68, McCahill died at the Daytona Community
Hospital on May 10, 1975. Mechanix Illustrated never
publicly acknowledged his death, because his name was
synonymous with the company. He “amounted to the
franchise” and management never wanted to admit he
was gone. For a while, they ran a column called
“McCahill Reports”, which was ghostwritten.
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Tommy’s Taxi, Framingham, A Long Time Loyal
Checker Customer
Uber and Lyft have drawn the scorn of taxi drivers around the
world, and has been the target of taxi-driver led protests in New
York City, Paris, London, Toronto, Sao Paulo, Rome, Brussels, among
other cities.
The Taxicab industry as a whole has been faced with significant
challenges for the last five years. The two new challengers are
attacking on all fronts — they offer less expensive and more
convenient rides, and also attract veteran taxicab drivers from
traditional cab operators
Many large operators are bankrupt, just look at Yellow Cab in
Chicago and San Francisco. The price of a medallion in 2013 in NYC
was at $1.32 million, but in August of 2016 medallions were being
sold for as little as $650,000, a fifty percent drop in over two years!
With all the trouble in the taxicab world, it’s nice to see at least one
cab operator survivor: Tommy’s Taxi in Framingham, Mass. Not only
have they survived, but they still celebrate the use of Checker Cabs!

John “Tommy” Thompson 1916-1999
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John “Tommy” Thompson, founded Tommy’s Taxi in 1946 just
after the end of World War II. In the early days, Tommy would
pick up pre war used cars to serve as taxis, the first cab was a
used 1939 Oldsmobile. As business expanded, Tommy was
able to focus on building a full fleet of purpose built
taxicabs. Mr. Thompson purchased his first fleet of Checkers in
the 1957. By 1960 Tommy would own a fleet of 20 Checkers
that served the Metrowest section of Boston. Tommy would
continue to use a “Checker Only” fleet through the mid 1980’s
operating out of his Waverly Street facility.

In a 1969 letter to CMC CEO David Markin, Mr.
Thompson wrote
“Checker, like anything else, is not perfect, but in my
opinion, it’s the only car built that I would call a
taxi”. He further said, “Its large roomy body is so
easy to enter and leave by, this being so important
when serving the public.”
Tommy loved the ability to source parts for
Checkers. We wrote Markin “the interchangeabilty
of parts both mechanical and body from model to
model is in itself a great savings for cab operators.”
From the June American Taxicab Association News
June 1960 we can see one of Tommy’s Checkers
take on a fleet of Checkers one Chevy and one
Studebaker in the driver skills rodeo at the ATA
national convention. Note in the picture on the
next page, the significant number of Checker used
in the Boston market.
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Photo by Joe Fay

This writer would take his first ride in a Checker in a Tommy’s Taxi in 1978. Out of luck with a dead 1963 Plymouth
Savoy, I called Tommy’s Taxi to get safely home. The ride home secured my love of Checkers!
As the Checker was phased out, Tommy, would switch to box style Chevrolets. Clearly the Tommy’s Taxi shop was
experienced with GM mechanics so the switch made total sense given the Chevrolets utilized the same drivetrains as
Checker. As the full size Impala/Caprice line was phased out by GM, Tommy’s Taxi would switch to Ford Crown Victorias,
consistent with the majority of US cab operators.
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Today, Tommy’s Taxi still has one Checker in their fleet, note the header photo of
this blog. The Checker is equipped and fitted exactly like the Checker used by
Tommy’s, very authentic.
In 2005, Tommy’s Taxi was awarded the prestigious “Taxicab Small Fleet Operator
of the Year Award” and in 2012 the “Paratransit Operator of the Year Award” by
the Taxicab, Limousine, and Paratransit Association (TLPA). TLPA is the largest
trade association of transportation owners and operators, representing fleets
across the USA as well as internationally.
Tommy’s may not operate Checkers anymore, but they clearly are still adding
value to the Metrowest area. So if you’re in Framingham and need a cab, call
Tommy’s before you call Uber or Lyft.
If you would like to learn more about Tommy’s Taxi, check out his Facebook page.

https://www.facebook.com/Tommys-Taxi-Inc182842768586363/?hc_ref=ARREOjCubTQ0sMeEb58IO7xS6osPSBbpRLAzoOhzsAOkf61f0igIRU_yysks9dhcMs&fref=nf
&hc_location=group
Here’s s a link to the Tommy’s Taxi website
http://www.tommystaxicab.com/

An 82 Checker along with a Box Chevy Impala in 1983 Photo
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Above the Framingham Waverly Street Station, Below Framingham
Common
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totally different. I’m sure most of us car
buffs remember the original Herbie the
Love Bug movie, if you remember the
Thorndyke Special that was an
Interneccanica Apollo.

Checker And A Potential Neo-Classic
In a recent Facebook post by our Canadian Checker friend Kaelan Benjamin
Bentham enlightened members about the Intermeccanica company and a
potential car the company planned to build based on a Checker platform.
According to Kaelan “ Intermeccanica is a company that is based down the
street from me. They build extremely high end hand-built replicas of the iconic
Porsche 356 convertible. The end product of their current offering is
gorgeous, it’s basically a coach built car on a tube frame chassis. Not a kit
car, no VW pan.
However they have an interesting history, including a couple of models that
they developed and built in the sixties and seventies when car making was
Intermeccanica Apollo.

I love Intermeccanica Roadsters and plan
to purchase one in the next few years as
a little city Runabout. They are even
making an electric model right now, I was
down at their shop a few weeks ago and
the original founder son Henry was
showing me the Prototype”
Intermeccancia has a rich history
according to McCredie, Andrew author of
the book, The Story of the Prancing
Bull, “Frank, a Hungarian-born
Canadian, and Paula Reisner, a Czechborn Canadian were a perfect
match. Their extraordinary dreams
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resulted in unique automobiles for the connoisseur market.
Their company, Intermeccanica, is known world-wide for its
custom cars. Their road to success was bumpy, but they
overcame every adversity, ultimately transforming their
setbacks into creative opportunities. This remarkable story
started “from the sale of the VW-based Devin Body Special
back in Montreal, [when] Frank Reisner finally went into the
car business. A small and humble company that would have
a marked impact on the global sports car business was born”.
In 1979, Frank Reisner developed a Checker based NeoClassic called the Lexington. The idea was to buy a Checker
chassis and use it as the foundation of the Lexington. It was
similar cocept to what Excalibur was producing at the time
with NOS Studebaker Lark frames. Mr. Reiner developed
three different bodies: A convertible, targa and coupe with
different doors and roofs.
Had the cars actually been built, it truly would have been a
very different neoclassic car. The X-brace frames made by
Checker were actually an evolutionary design of the X-brace
frames designed for Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg.

Snow’s Auburn 898 Chassis
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We all love our Checkers and more importantly we all love our
sturdy X braced frames, this design feature was introduced to AC-D by Herb Snow. Years earlier in 1927, Snow was impressed
with Lancia Dilambda on display at the New York auto show, it
was equipped with an X-brace frame. So impressed, Snow
ultimately would utilize this design first on the Cord L-29 then
on Auburns.
Snow’s use of the “X” frame member was a method of adding
structural rigidity to a ladder-style automobile frame a feature
that now has been used by nearly every automobile company in
the world. Snow’s first application of the “X” frame for a rear
wheel drive set up was on the 1931 Auburn 8-98. The 8-98
featured an engine by Lycoming that produced 98 horsepower.
Neo-classic collector cars have been somewhat challenging to
take seriously over the years. Many think the neoclassic like the
Clenet or Excalibur are cheap imitations of the classics. Had the
Intermeccanica Checker based car been produced, the entire
foundation would be utilize a heavy duty Checker chassis, not a
VW or Studebaker chassis. This in and of itself would have
added a little more class to the neo-classic.
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entire foundation would be utilize a heavy duty Checker
chassis, not a VW or Studebaker chassis. This in and of itself
would have added a little more class to the neo-class.
Add truly beautiful body designs mated to a Checker chassis
and quite frankly, the result would have been a really nice
combination. Unfortunately, the Herb Snow chassis was never
mated to an Intermeccanica body, so we’ll never know what
auto art could have been built.

Frank and Paula Reisner

A real Auburn 898 with a Snow designed X-frame like Checker
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The A in ICTA stands for Archive
It A also stand for Album as in photo album. The archive
continues to grow. A big thank you to Bruce Uhrich for pulling
together a collection of Checker based advertising. Posted as
an album in the Facebook archive other members have also
added to the collection. Here are a few ads from the album.
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Checker In Fashion
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Wedding Shots by Steve Disbrowe
Nice comments and photos from a wedding I did
recently.
"Just a very quick note to say thank you so much again
for all that you did for us a month or so ago now - with
regard to the hire of your amazing yellow checker NYC
cab for our wedding party!
We absolutely loved travelling from our house in
Roehampton to our venue, The Cinema Museum in
Kennington and felt like we totally arrived in style! The
journey was so special, and we will remember it
forever...
Thank you for also making us feel so at ease with your
wonderful conversation on the way too, which was
fascinating and helped calm our nerves!
We were so grateful for everything and hope our paths
may cross again some day."
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Don’t miss out
on the big Das
Awksct Fescht
Event

Macungie, PA
April 4th Show
Registration
Deadline for
Registration July
1st 2019
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Checkers For Sale

Checker Marathon Station Wagon 1972 rate
vintage early SUV classic with papers on
hand (619) 259-9468

Howdy. Selling my 1979 CMC Checker Marathon 4 Door V8
Automatic Transmission. I purchased this vehicle with the hopes
of restoring it and driving it around town, but unfortunately
haven’t had the time to do so. I currently need the money and
my wife wants it out of the yard! Title is clear and ready to
transfer! Why pay $10K+ for one of these classic taxi cabs, when
you can buy one from me for way less! If you have any questions
regarding one or both vehicles, please feel free to call or text me
@

(520) 428-0577
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1972 Checker Marathon Sedan Car for sale in RENO, Neveda
$20,750

1972 Checker Marathon A12 (consumer model) 50th
Anniversary Edition. Beautiful gold exterior, black interior in
beautiful condition. 283 V8, auto trans, power steering, new
A/C system, new starter, new ball joints & tie rods. Huge rear
seat area. Good tires. Great cruiser & shows well. Mileage
shown probably not original miles. (412) 224-0624

This 1969 Checker Marathon Cab features a V8 5.0L
8cyl Gasoline engine. It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Yellow with a Black
interior. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty –
This Checker is in Good overall exterior condition,
Good overall interior condition, seats – – Contact
Bobby CARS Snadowsky or for more information. –
Auto King Sales 914-403-7505
By Appointment Call 1st, Pound Ridge, NY, 10576
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1977 Checker Marathon all original 350 Chevy automatic
have all maintenance records along with build sheet
delivery sheet 30000 complete rebuild runs and drives
great need to sell for other projects 2300 had a little
accident with the snow plow in the driveway needs a new
front fender/

(509) 312-0734

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long Wheel
Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives
Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1965 Checker Marathon, I purchased this vehicle in 1999
and completed a full restoration in 2003. The car was
used for marketing purposes for my company Network
Checker. It has been driven each year but very few miles.
It has been well maintained. A new small block chevy 350
V8 engine was in installed in 2003 when the mileage was
at 9,982. Currently the odometer reads 44,000 and it
drives like a champ. The transmission was rebuilt in 2008.
In 2003 the car was painted with the exact matching color
of New York City Cabs. Also upholstery was completely
redone in 2003. The windshield was replaced in 2003 also
and is in perfect condition today. The front brakes were
converted from drums to disks and a modern dual cylinder
was installed in the brake upgrade for safety. Electronic
ignition was added when the new engine was installed.
The radio was upgraded to an Alpine sound system with
Polk speakers. The trunk lock was pulled last week and a
new key has been cut but I need to reinstall the lock. The
paint is beginning to crack in a few spots but is very good
at present. There is minimal rust since the car has been
driven very lightly and Colorado has a dry climate. If you
want more pictures I can send them. (720) 331-5579
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set of 6
$20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas on the Facebook
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a now
defunct company. These are the same exact size and shape as
the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon. Shipped
FREE. These come on application tape to help you install
them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on my
car)
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Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great item,
Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another children’s
book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.
The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab Driver
and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel around
Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational and
showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The book also
features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.
If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim and
Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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End Photo
Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus
1952 Model A4 Taxicab Photo by noted AfricanAmerican photographer, Charles Harris. "Yellow
Cab #516” with driver and passengers parked
outside Rexall Home Drug Company (and Dr. S X
Kramer, physician's office) at 2001 Center Avenue
and DeVillers Street (Hill District) Pittsburgh, PA.

